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Key themes
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• An integrated system of results for development 

effectiveness that involves partner countries

• Strengthening feedback loops and going beyond 

‘symbolic evaluation’

• Promoting dialogue and understanding on both sides 

about where evaluation fits in

• Developing the quality and credibility of evaluation 

functions in the UN – and the role of UNEG

• The UN’s role in building evaluation capacity in 

partners



Results for development effectiveness
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• We face major gaps in our knowledge about what 
works eg. Good governance, health systems, technical 
assistance and capacity building, use of knowledge and 
policy dialogue

• Effective design and delivery therefore requires more 
systematic and integrated use of evidence and learning

• High quality design and implementation decisions 
depends on timely and continuous linkages between 
evidence generators and decision makers

• Decision makers are short of time and overloaded with 
information



‘Symbolic evaluation’ is not enough
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• First phase has been establishing strong and 

independent evaluation functions with good linkages 

through the governance bodies of the institutions –

who hold operations to account

• Learning also requires direct linkages into operations, 

dialogue and two way feedback for mutual learning

• Change of mindset – evaluators have to get out more!

• Importance of building up decentralised evaluation 

capacity at country level working directly with 

operations and country partners 



Understanding on both sides about 

where evaluation can add value
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• Psychology of ‘being evaluated’

• Establishing independence and working top down can lead 
evaluators to feel relatively isolated and remote…

• … and to operations staff being wary of evaluators who ‘second 
guess with hindsight’

• There is an alternative!  Constructive and mutual learning, 
building on better data, systematic evidence with clear standards

• UK experience with focusing on evidence and ‘embedding 
evaluation in operations’

• OECD DAC network’s drive for better communication by 
professional evaluators

• DAC and UNEG’s contribution to clear professional standards 
for evaluation
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Developing the quality and credibility 

of evaluation functions in the UN

• Major progress in many large and some smaller UN 
organisations on establishing clear evaluation policies and 
mandate, structures and independence

• UNEG role in setting standards and shared learning on methods

• Peer review of evaluation functions – shared with OECD DAC 
– has added value and should continue to become the norm

• Progress needs to be extended to include decentralised functions
and fit for purpose evaluation functions in smaller agencies 
(often shared with audit at present)

• Building skills of UN staff at operational level, as educated 
consumers and commissioners of evaluation



Building evaluation capacity of 

developing countries
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• Development effectiveness and measuring impact 
requires focusing on where programs are delivered ie. 
by the countries themselves

• Better primary data to assess impact also has to be 
generated at country level

• Cost-effective approaches to evaluation – it makes 
sense to use the country systems and share costs.  Also 
more ethical.

• UN agencies have a major comparative advantage due 
to legitimacy and linkages.   UNDP and UNICEF have 
played a key role in ECD.



Conclusions
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• Go beyond symbolic evaluation:

� create a genuine dialogue and partnership around mutual learning rather than 
focusing solely on top down assessment through the board

� change the relationship to make evaluation a more useful experience

• Build on previous work to establish and improve quality and credibility of 
central evaluation functions but also create an integrated system which 
has:

� a real partnership with developing countries and helps to build their M&E 
capacity

� a greater role for high quality self evaluation and operational learning

* * * * *


